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PART ON7? - PLENARY BISCUSSIONS

I. INTRODUCTION: Opening Statements and Objectives of the,Seminar

Opening Session

1. At 10:15 a.m. on 7 A gust Mr. S.I. Edokpayi, representing the Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, called the Seminar to order.

Before reading the statement from the Executive Secretary, he conveyed to the

SeWinar 'the regrets of the latter for not being able to attend and address

the Seminar in person due to other official commitments.

2. In welcoming the participants, consultants and observer representatives

of organizations attending the Seminar, the Executive Secretary in his address

expressed appreciation of, and thanks to the Government of the United Republic

of'Cameroon in agreeing to host the Seminar and for ensuring its success by

prbviding the necessary conference and administrative support, services, including

interpretation and translation facilities. He indicated that the Seminar would

focus on alternative approaches to, and practical ways of solving identified

technical and managerial problems of African public enterprises which were

becoming more acute and which called for a great deal of salvaging efforts in

the years ahead. These issues were of great importance to African governments

since public enterprises were in the vanguard of the development effort.

3. The address concluded with a call for co-operation and collaboration

amongst African public enterprises in order to enhance Africa's economic

standing in the world and to promote the economic integration of the continent.

Co-operation would pave the way for the establishment of African multinational

enterprises in which existing public enterprises would have a major role to

play. He stressed that it was imperative for Africa to evolve a common strategy

reflecting its own social and economic realities; which will facilitate

accelerated self—sustaining development.

4. Mr. K. von Richthofen, oh behalf of the German Foundation for International

Development in a short statement expressed the gratitude of the Foundation for

the opportunity to collaborate once again with VCA in.the holding of such an

important Seminar. He believed that the Seminar provided an opportunity to

learn and benefit from discussions and he then proceeded to outline the training

programme bf his organization specially designed for high-level African managers

with focus on specific issues and problems.

5- In opening the Seminar, Mr; Louis-Claude Nyassa, Secretary-General in the

Cameroonian Ministry of Economic Affairs and Planning welcomed all participants

and representatives of organizations to Yaounde. He expressed appreciation for

the initiative taken by EGA in organizing the Seminar and. the ;great amount of

preparatory work done to ensure its success. : Outlining the important role played

by public enterprises in the development process, he urged that these enterprises

should constantly strive at achieving effective and efficient performance and

thereby minimize State intervention. He also stressed, that African public
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enterprises should seek to develop co-operative links among themselves and with
developed countries through the organization of symposia, visits, staff training,

and exchange of experiences and information. He hoped that through improved
performance public enterprises would justify the huge investments made on their
behalf by national governments. He concluded by wishing the Seminar very

fruitful deliberations.

Election of Officers ','..-

6. The Seminar unanimously elected the following officers to direct *its

deliberations in plenary sessions:

Chairman - Mr. Martin Mbah (Cameroon)
1st Vice-Chairman - Mr. Ali Musa Oner (Sudan)
2nd Vice-Chairman - Mr. Horatio Agedah (Nigeria)
Rapporteur-General - Mr. John M.S. Kanakulya (Uganda)
Programme Committee - All elected officers, consultants

' and the EGA Secretariat :

7. The Seminar adopted both the agenda and the organization of=its programme

of activities as revised by the Programme Committee, with the proviso that
should it fee fo^ind necessary, further modifications should be made in the

course of the plenary and syndicate deliberations.

Objectives of the Seminar

8. It was agreed that the immediate and long-term objectives of the Seminar

should be as follows: .

(a) To exchange ideas and experiences on problems confronting various
public enterprises and to give the participants new insights on

the solution of these problems;

(b) To get to know one another' so as to carry out dialogue formally
and informally; to develop mutual interests and to create a link
and network for direct information sharing, exchange of personnel

,, ' : ^nd utilization of research and training facilities;

' (c) To explore the possibility of institutionalizing meetings of
Directors of public enterprises on a regular basis and examine

ways of co-operating with one another, perhaps through the
formation of an association for regular consultation at the country

and regional levels;

In view of' the fact that public enterprises were a major agent of
government in promoting economic development, arid in furtherance

of the principle of self-reliance, to examine the role these
enterprises can play in terms of the New International Economic

Order for Africa;

-j ;. : i -



(e) To familiarize the top executives of public enterprises through

discussions and workshops with new management techniques that will

enable them meet their objectives and ensure better.results and

greater effectiveness.. ..

9. The BCA Secretariat offered, if given th mandate to assist in promoting

the formation of associations of public enterprises at national and regional

levels, either global or sectoral in scope.

II. GENERAL REVIEW OF SITUATION, PROBLEMS AND NFH3S

Agenda item It Financial Problems of Fublic Enterprises ;.

10. The following papers were presented for discussion!

(a) Financial and Accounting Problems of Public Enterprises by.

(Dr. Heinz Bolsenkoetter

(b) Financial and Accounting Problems of Public Enterprises by

Prof. Carl Greenidge . ..

11. In his paper, Br. Bolsenkoetter spoke in great detail on the various forms

of capitalization of public enterprises, pricing policies, budgeting and

financial management as well as government subsidies to public enterprises.

Briefly he made the following points: ;

— Public enterprises were often poorly equipped with equity capital.

, - Self—financing was often a source of capital in public enterprises,

but its effectiveness was often rendered nugatory by pricing policies.

— A limitation on loan financing was the ability to pay the installments

of interests and redemptions at maturity, .;

— Pricing policies of public enterprises must take into account external

and internal conditions which often narrowed the possibilities for

managerial decisions. -,, ., ... . ,

. —, , The taxation of public enterprises was a vexed issue. Those ,who: support

it emphasize the aspect pf fair competition; their opponents argued that
there was no,real competition between public and private enterprise and

so the question of fair competition did not arise.

— ..Financial management had to maintain permanent short—term liquidity

. of the enterprise, ensure its.financial stability and find the needed

., »money under the best and; most economical conditions. ; , = - . :

— To procure. money,ffor the enterprise in the most economical manner was

of vital importance and involved the co-ordination of capital demand

with capital supplyj . r . '
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12. Professor Greenidge:in his paper made the following points: '

yt Equity capital in financing enterprises was popular as it was supposed

to facilitate operation along commercial lines with relatively

autonomous management.

- Non^-government sources of financing public enterprises which takes

the form of joint participation in equity was often limited due to

the narrow and shallow nature of the capital market in developing

countries. ■ . : ; : ; . ■ •

- Government guaranteed loans especially.in CommercialiBanks appeared

to be a good means of supplementing government sources of financing

public enterprises. . .

- Where;an enterprise was required to undertake activities that are

non-commercial it should be allowed to claim a subsidyjfrom the

government equivalent to the planned loss.
■ , ■ ■

- In socialist—oriented countries, basic commodities should be priced

so as to allow the average wage earner maintain the real value of his

, , , income,! other final goods should carry a price that the market would

, . . . bear. : . . . ■ . : .. ■ . ■-...■■.;:■.

- It might be more efficient to allow an enterprise to utilize its>

surpluses for reinvestment although this may reduce central

government control over the investment programme.

,-. Due to shortage of accounting staff audited accounts of some enterprises

were often many years in arrears.

.- The budgeting exercise was often made meaningless by failure to execute

a system of regular monitoring and appraisal, i.e. report, feedback,
adjustment, etc.

13» During the discussion on the two papers* it was pointed out that whilst

both made very good academic contributions they did not deal sufficiently

with the practical accounting and financial problems that confronted the

managers of many African public enterprises. It was pointed out that many

African public enterprises were under-financed which made it difficult for

them to meet their goals and objectives. The papers should have'suggested

ways in which this problem could be tackled. The problem of subsidies was

dealt with too broadly as much depended on whether an enterprise was export-

oriented or dealt with local services and commodities. The key problem,

however, was how to get the subsidy released by governments at the time

required. With regard to taxation of public enterprises, it was stated that

this was a delicate issue as taxation constituted a major source of revenue

for many African governments, especially in the sphere of■ import and export

duties. The main problem, seemed to be one of striking a proper balance between
the interests of the State and those of the enterprise.
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14. It was pointed out that many of the financial problems of public enterprises

stemmed from the fact that -African governments were multiplying public enterprises

at a very fast rate regardless of their limited resources, instead of consolidating

those already in existence,' As far as pricing was concerned,5 it was felt* that

policy adopted should be guided by the objectives of the enterprise and that

government should be prepared to underwrite losses if it fixed prices arbitrarily

and without prior accord with the enterprise.

15. It was revealed that in some countries the books of accounts of public

enterprises were many years in arrears with the result that management found

it difficult to obtain relevant financial information and data for effective

decision-making. This had increased the incidence of frauo"1 in a number of

cases. Some participants felt that the Seminar should press for every State

to m'ake it mandatory for each public enterprise to'produce annual financial

statements but others, however, countered that the production of such accounts

was already mandatory in their own countries.

Agenda item 2'i Co-operation Among Public Enterprises

16* The following three papers were presented for discussion:

(i) The Role of African Public Enterprises in the Formation of African

Multinational Corporations by Mr. T.T.O. Nzegwu ;
-■■..'■ . '■ /it:'1.

(ii) The Role of African Public Enterprises in National and Collective

Self—Reliance in Industry by ECA Secretariat

(iii) Irish Public Enterprises — Some Comparative Aspects by

Mr. Michael Boyd,

17« The discussions of the various topics listed under this item were led

by Messrs. S.I. Edokpayi (as Mr. T.I.0. Nzegwu had not yet arrived) and
Michael Boyd. In summarizing Mr. Nzegwu1s paper, Mr. Fdokpayi disclosed

tha-t co-operation among African countries was promoted in colonial times

mainly to fosterthe interests of the then metropolitan powers. After

independence, African countries have been unable to establish optimal size

industries and as a result have made relatively little impact in their share

of world industrial output. Co-operation among African public enterprises in

specific economic sectors was a step in the right direction and' an essential

prerequisite for the successful launching Of African multinational corporations.

The formation of African multinationals would ensure co-ordination of trading

activities arid the integration of small markers into larger units. There were,

however* a number of obstacles to co-operation, notably the sensitive nature

of African politics, and the inadequacies of the transport and communications

infrastructure. \

18. ■;in presenting the second paper entitled "The Role of African Public

Enterprises in National and Collective Self-Reliance in-Industry* prepared

by the ECA Secretariat> Mr. Edokpayi pointed out that the present world
economic system operated unfavourably against Africa and other Third World

countries as it made their economies subservient and dependent on those of
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the developed countries. The African region as the least developed of all

the developing regions therefore urgently needed a development strategy that

would reflect its own social and economic realities and which would facilitate

accelerated social and economic development through; self—sustaining growth and

diversification. ..-.., . , . , .

19. The paper pointed out that one of the principal factors inhibiting

accelerated industrial advancement in the region was the structure of industrial

production and markets, its external control and management. Industrialization

policies and strategies called for greater industrial integration among plants

and between industry and other sectors, notably agriculture-... Mr. Edokpayi

felt that African public enterprises were in a better position to initiate

demand for industrial products and services through intermediate manufacturing

of spare parts, components and basic chemicals. Furthermore, they could,

intervene directly by becoming the leading companies in each sector to pool

both foreign investment and small indigenous enterprises. The establishment

of working relations between the State and the public enterprise'in ^different

countries would alsoYaciiitat"e"iritl*a-firm investment in the supply of " raw

materials on the basis of long-term contracts as well as creating possibilities

for joint production and sub-contracting in the production of components and

spare parts for such products as agricultural equipment and household goods.

It was also possible to make arrangements for joint marketing within the

African region for industrial products produced in member countries by opening

marketing channels in different countries. He then requested the Seminar to

consider the following issues and aspects involving co-operation:

— identify specific, production and distribution areas as well as the

means for exploiting them;

— possibility of taking advantage of existing African joint ventures

, to move into, new directions; , . . , ■ ■■ ■■.:

.. ;,T-i indicate the modalities, for taking advantage of largesseale subregional

, o ;«conomioKgroupings through purely African public and other erferprises

■:-.■'"■■: .,;; as compared with the joint ventures of foreign- investment! ;.>'.■

;—; identify constraints in the public enterprises as. currently structured

rwhich prevent them from playing a key role in the development, of

African joint ventures in industry. ■

20*. In yet another dimension, Mr, Edokpayi pointed out that co-operation among

African public enterprises could take the shape of initiating;joint ventures

in specific production and service sectors. He mentioned examples of co

operation amongst manufacturing enterprises (cement, textiles,and breweries),

public utilities (water and electricity), agriculture and telecommunications
which cou'd result in considerable savings and the transfer of expertise amongst

public enterprises.: Similarly-, co-operation in the fields of bulk purchasing,

operational research and marketing could open new vistas for public eriferprises.

Her.pointed out further that several regional groupings and joint ventures have
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sprang up in other regions of the Third World to safeguard the interests of

their member States. The African market was, however, still wide open and

there was a real danger of its being appropriated feynori-Xifricans tothe

detriment of African control of their'own economic destiny/ Intra-African

trade was of great importance to the region and this was where African' l

agents capable of organizing large-scale modern production and distribution could

play a crucial role. This was the chance for African public enterprises
to cc—operate with a view'to playing such a role. * ■' '''.''

21. In presenting his paper entitled "Irish Public Enterprises r— Some

comparative Aspects", Mr. Michael Boyd pointed out that*co-operation'among;

Irish public enterprises was a comparatively recent development and Was'feeing

promoted through three organizations that were set up, run and fin^n?ecl;by the

public enterprises themselves. Their purpose of coming together was to' " '
endeavour to extend their contribution by collective;action, through the sharing
of1'experience and through general dialogue. One of these brganization$»'iJ^VCO,
was involved in the co-ordination of the activities of its members and also in

assisting them with planning, marketing as well as in administering.their .

projects and developing training programmes, iri addition,- if carried wfc-1'

studies in a selected number of developing countries through identifying

needs and exploring ways in which accumulated experience might bemake
available to these countries. He stated that Irish public enterprises had

responded to ad hoc requests for technical assistance and training from

several developing countries and had participated in the transfer of public

sector expertise in the form of consultancy assignments, training programmes,
management agreements, staff secondment, seminars and study visits.

22. In discussing the first paper entitled "The Role of African Public

Ehterprises in the Formation of African Multinational Enterprises", it was.J

pointed l out that the author did not articulate how and why. public enterprises

as development agents could serve as instruments in fobbing Afriqaii

multinational corporations. Examples of joint African ventures could have
been cited, outlining their failures and successes, the role they1 have played

or did not play, etc. Problems confronting existing joint ventures should also
have1 beett mentioned as well as the new specific roles envisaged for African
multinationals; : ' ''

23. On the general issue of co-operation participants raised questions

regarding the systems of management suitable fbr such multinationalsas well

as how they were1 to be financed. The vexed question of the transfer of

money between African countries was bound to prove1 an obstacle if riot ;
seriously tackled. ;

24- It was felt that a study should be carried out to ascertain why previous
attempts at intra-African co-operation had failed. Politics was a major

stumbling block. Common sense dictated that problems should first be settled
at the national level and su6h problems included the relationship between

government and its public enterprises. Once these local issues had been

sorted-out, national public enterprises could be grouped together sectoraHy

for mutual co-operation. From there it would be easy to embrace the problems

and advantages of international co-operation, initially at the sectoral level
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and later on a global basis. The formation of local or national associations

of public enterprises had the added advantage in that they could act as data

banks for assembling and exchanging information and could develop common-
services in research, training and marketing.

25. It was disclosed that the idea of co-operation among African public

enterprises was not a new one. The example was cited of the Association of

African Airlines which was already ten years old, grouping together twenty-

six African Airlines and representing thirty-five countries. There was also

the case of the U.P.D.E.A. (Union des Producteurs Transporteurs et Distribu-
teurs d'Energie Electrique des Pays Africains Malgache et Mauricien) which

comprised sixteen public enterprises in Fest Africa co-operating in the

exploitation and distribution of electrical energy in the subregion. Following

these successful cases, the Seminar reached the concensus that intra—African

co-operation among public enterprises should concentrate on mutual arrangements

at the level of specific sectors.

Agenda item'3t Personnel Problems of Public Enterprises

26. The following papers were presented for discussion:

(i) Personnel Management Problems in African Public Enterprises by
S.G. Odia \

(ii) Personnel Management in the Public Sector - A Review of the Trinidad
and Tobago Situation by Gordon Draper

27. Mr, S.G. Odia presented the first paper on this subject entitled,

"Personnel Management Problems in African Public Enterprises". In introducing

the paper, he pointed but that inadequate executive capacity constituted a

major constraint in the performance of several African public enterprises.

Personnel management was crucial to success as it pervaded all aspects of an

organization's activities. The most serious problems faced by African public

enterprises in this regard included over-staffing as well as recruitnent and

career schemes which were influenced by political considerations and conse

quently resulting in considerable indiscipline among staff. Public enterprises

lacked effective leadership and the degree of public accountability left

much to be desired. Salary and other remunerations compared unfavourably

with private enterprises and training programmes were either non-existent

or inadequately developed. Besides, modern personnel management techniques

were still to be introduced in most African public enterprises and the :

frequent intervention by governments in the day-to-day operations of these

enterprises tended to dampen enthusiasm and hamper initiative.

28- Mr. Odia stressed that greater attention should be paid to manpower
planning and development in African public enterprises and that optimum

utilization of the labour force would be possible if good work organization

and physical conditions existed and adequate incentives were provided.

He urged that public enterprises should award scholarships to deserving

employees whilst encouraging at the same time on-the-job training. More
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attention was to be paid to the recruitment and selection of personnel and

good records of service for staff1 should be maintained. Well planned and

evaluated training related to the needs of the particular enterprise was

crucial and training must take place at all levels. He concluded by calling

for the elimination of ethnicity, tribalism and nepotism as a basis for the

granting of jobs, promotions and other rewards.

29. The second paper on this item entitled, "Personnel Management in the -J

Public Sector - A Review of the Trinidad and Tobago Situation" by Gordon

Draper was presented by Mr. John Orife in the absence of the author. The

paper began by expounding some modern concepts on management thoughts

regarding the worker and the labour process. It then went on to analyse a

number Of organizational theories in the field of job design, work study,

human relationships and the role of workers* participation in public sector

management. With regard to personnel management, the process consisted in

directing workers1 efforts, motivating them, controlling their actions and

modifying their behaviour to fit the needs of the organization. Organizations

ought to develop their personnel function within some clearly defined framework

and such a philosophical position should be enshrined in a company manual.

Any serious management function ought to focus on manpower planning based on

the organization's planned objectives. The organization mustdevelop reliable

and valid criteria for recruitment. Sound systems of employee appraisal

should be developed as well as good wage and salary structures and personnel

information systems. The paper further elaborated on the foregoing theories

by illustrating them with a case study in respect of Personnel Management in

Trinidad and Tobago.

30« During discussions on the two papers, it was pointed out that public

enterprises were confronted by both internal and external problems in connexion

with personnel management* In some countries, labour agreements and other

laws which were designed to safeguard the position of workers posed many

serious problems. There were also problems caused by trade unions which

seldom took the interests of the organization into consideration; in fact,

there was an urgent need for the education of these unions to make them

appreciate the role and problems of the organization.

31. It was also felt that poor salary structures and lack of proper motivation

were a serious impediment to sound personnel management. As far as motivation

was concerned, there was need to redefine it in the African context to bring

about the correct attitudes towards work. There was also need to devise a

system of personnel management, the synthesis of which would neither be like

the Civil Service or private enterprise. Well defined job descriptions could

go a long way to avert improper and irregular staff appointments in public

enterprises'. . ■ - . . - ' ■ - . ■ ■")•■' :

Agenda item 4: Procurement and Supplies Management Workshop

32. The following papers were presented at the workshop:

(i) Procurement and Supplies Management in African Public Enterprises

by ECA Secretariat
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(ii) Purchasing and Supply Management in Public Enterprises ;■; ' -;

- Some Managerial and Cost Implications . , .

- Summaries by Michael A. Bentil

33*'" The workshop was conducted by Messrs. J. Tekeu of ECA and Michael Bentil

of UN Headquarters1 Division of Public Administration and Finance. The main

areas highlighted for consideration and discussion included the following:

- There was need for all concerned to appreciate the significance of

procurement and supply management in development. Public enterprises

were engaged in substantial purchases of equipment, machinery, topis,

and other operational and maintenance materials. They were also

involved in negotiations for procurement and services of contractors

and agents. Storage, management and disposal of purchased items was...

of supreme importance. Delays in supplies or shortages could impair

the achievement of set targets in an enterprise.. ;

- Procurement planning was vital, the need to identify users, quality,

quantity, timing, location and costs were all very important. Sources
of supply - both internal and external, up-dating of a directory, pf .

qualified and potential suppliers, consultants and contractors,;,

categorized according to their respective specializations and

capabilities, had all to be carefully handled, ...

<- Inventory control was the key to organizational survival. The

consequences of poor inventory control - overstocking and under—

, stocking - could all seriously affect the performance of an enterprise,

- Disposal of unrequired materials and goods associated with unplanned
and indiscriminate buying w:s common among many African public

enterprises.

- Staffing and training needs - training required at all levels to

embrace policy-makers, programme managers, supply specialists and
operators as well as users. Professionalism would need to be

promoted and maintained.

- The objective and role of the African Purchasing and Supplies
Organization. , . .

34. During the discussions, participants made, the following observations:

(a) Bulk purchasing among African public enterprises at the national,-
subregional and regional levels could result in considerable

savings, thereby conserving foreign, exchange. ....

(b) Co-operation amongst public enterprises in the field of procurement
and supplies had obvious benefits but should be initiated first

at the national level.
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(c) Even though many public enterprises were not' aware of the
existence of APSO (African Purchasing and Supplies Organization),
nevertheless it was felt that this organization could go a long

■-. way to improve procurement and supplies practices in. the region,

: Its aimsiand objectives required more publicity within the African
i ' ■ • . region. ■ ■ ! ; ■ '■ ;i ■ ■ '■ • '■ ■ '! " ' ''..'.]

(d) It was noted that many enterprises were in the habit of delegating^
the procurement arid supplies function' to relatively junior personnel.
In view of the vital importance of this task, it was felt that this
practice should be discouraged.

Agenda item 5i Programming for Improved Performance Workshop

35. The following paper was presented to the workshop:

"The Changing of a Change System: Nigerian Experience with Programming
for Improved Performance (PlP)H by John N. Orife.

36. The workshop was conducted by:

Messrs. John Orife - Centre for Management Development, Nigeria
Michael Bentil - UN Headquarters . ,'*

W. Richthofen - German Foundation for International Development

37. In introducing the workshop, it was emphasized that modem management
techniques have now been recognized as an important tool in improving
performance in the public sector. Traditional techniques were often rigid
and quite unsuited to the present day tempo of management. Nevertheless, -
they had considerable value and should only be discarded after careful
consideration of individual cases and suitable alternatives. ' , .

38. PIP or Programming for Improved Performance was a management'tool designed
to deal with an organization in its entirety. It embodied a number of
techniques involving organizational development, behavioural science and
modern management. It had as its target the change of the organization rather
than the individual. The PIP methodology involved the identification of both;
the objectives of the organization and analysis of performance problems,"■'"."
as well as -the development and implementation of strategies. It haqi^eyeral
instruments - some had 32 stages, others, Sixteen' or some*'eight anii the *
selection of the instruments depended on the specific requirements pf the
organization. - ■ ■■.*••:..-.■ >■.:;■-•. ■■ ■■.■;..,. ■■ '-■ ■■■ -.-

39* In. the discussions that ensued, it was agreed that the PIP technique; was
a positive instrument in managing an organization for! results-prijented sysjtem.
It should, however* be understood that- it was nctf a panacea'forItll managerial
ills. It had to be introduced cautiously - the state of a client's readiness
had to be carefully assessed. Implementation should be preceded by:

(a) management survey and feedback to the organization;
(b) planning based on a detailed study of the organization -

objective setting, performance measurement and action plan;
(c) the development of an internal team of change agents.
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PART TWO - DISCUSSIONS IN SYNDICATES

40, The first two agenda items, i.e. Financial Problems of public Enterprises
and Co-operation among Public Enterprises were further deliberated upon in

four syndicates which examined the specific aspect of the subject-matter in

the light of the general discussions in plenary sessions and the background

information derived from the relevant working documents. The findings and

conclusions of the four syndicates were further considered and harmonized in
a plenary session and are presented hereunder.

III. SITUATION, CONSTRAINTS AND PROPOSALS

Agenda item 1: Financial and; Accounting problems of Public Enterprises -■>• ' ^

(Related documents: PAMM/PA/l,2f5,8) r

SYNDICATE A ,„

* Chairman: - Issa Dl6p (Senegal)
- Rapporteur: Samuel BANINI (Cameroon)

- Topic: CAPITALIZATION OF P0BLIC ENTERPRISES ''" " '

41* In dealing with the above subject, the Group found it; necessary to '
distinguish capitalization problems into two categorTesy regardless of the

nature of the public enterprise or sector of its activity.

(a) At the time of the incorporation of the enterprise
(b) During the life of its operation. ' ' ' ■);..'.-.

On the one hand,, the government may decide to take "the totality of shares

especially where the enterprise was operating in a strategic sector; altema-

tivelyvit may take in local or foreign partners while maintaining majority
participation.

42. As some international organizations impose a ratio between the volume of
investments and: that of the capital of the corporation to be set up, it creates

a treasury problem to the government, which is thus obliged t&turn to' foreign

financing. The Group considered that external indebtedness was hot to be

excluded, but one should avoid, as far as possible, proposals of medium-term

supplier financing which are generally more expensive!

43- The Group related the problem of public enterprise's financing to that

of shortage or lack of capital in African States. Therefore, it recommended

that African governments should avoid the proliferation of public enterprises

which leads to a dissipation of efforts and of scarce resources. Existing

public enterprises should be consolidated, strengthened and made viable before
creating new ones. '■■;■'
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44. Once initial financing problems were solved and the public enterprise

became operational, problems of another nature, namely the need for running

capital often crop up. The Group »trongly recommends to public authorities

to avoid making withdrawals from the profits of public enterprises (when
they are available) until one is assured of the net and sustained nature of

these profits over a number of years.

45. The Group also considered that the future of public enterprises was

conditioned by'their relations with the government. In the case where the

government was also the major client, it must be a good buyer in order to

avbid creating fiscal problems for public enterprises. In general, the

Group expressed the view that relations between governments and public

enterprises should be clearly defined and that both parties should mutually

respect their contractual commitments and obligations.

46. There was a pressing need for a change of mentality within African

administrations; there were frequent and protracted delays in handling

important matters which often made it difficult for the enterprise to meet

its goals and objectives.

47. The Group considered that when it functions well, a public enterprise

can negotiate short and ■medium-teriii financing with commercial'banks but the

governments must appreciate that success is also dependent on their under

standing and'collaboration.

48. (The Group finally expressed the wish to see national financial holdings

being created in each country to facilitate the financing1of 'public :

enterprises.

SYNDICATE B

- Chairman: Horatio AGEDAH (Nigeria)
- Rapporteur! R* AKOA (Cameroon) r
■- Topic; INVESTMENT AND PRICING POLICIES

(i) Investment Policy

49. For the purpose of the discussions, the Group agreed that the term

PUBLIC ENTERPRISE should cover any enterprise which Was placed under
exclusive State control, or in which the State had a majority shareholding.

50. The Group noted that, in creating such enterprises, the aim of the

State was to promote social and economic development. Therefore, the

management of such enterprises should be based either on objective criteria

such as profitability, or on social^ welfare objectives, including the
implementation.of government's soqia^ programmes. The decision t;b invest

or rather to adopt a given inve^tniJe,n$J1pplicy may stem from the same

motivations although they may be initially prompted by general development

considerations. In the case of economic considerations, the decision to

invest in a given venture may be based on a technical and economic stud^or

on a feasibility study, whereas in social development* emphasis would be

laid on political motivations, such as the need to establish regional balance.
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51 v It was observed that public enterprises were set up by legislation or

statutory enactments, laying down their objectives and spelling out the

guidelines of the investment policies to be pursued by these enterprises,

thus making them similar to limited liability companies. The only difference

was that public enterprises were more cften limited or restricted by political

considerations of social interest, rather than by profitability requirements.
To some extent, they were vehicles of government's development policies and

as such, were faced with many difficulties which excessive State control may

not be entirely responsible for. Many of these problems may be attributable

to poor planning of investments or to poor management of available resources
by managers of public enterprises. In any case, public enterprises should be
allowed extensive freedom in the management of their services if they are

expected to contribute efficiently towards a better investment policy and a
better selection of investment portofolio,

(ii) Pricing Policies

52. Just like investment policies, pricing policies in a public enterprise

are linked to the objectives laid down by the State. They may therefore be

social or economic interest, or geared towards profit. In the first case,
prices were fixed regardless of development results. The selling price of

the service or goods might therefore be below or at most equal to the cost
of production or operation of the service. In the second case concerning
an enterprise oriented towards economic objectives or towards profit, emphasis

would be laid on management accounts and the financial results would be, if
not profitable, at least satisfactory or balanced.

53- From the foregoing, it was clear that the pricing policies of public
enterprises were guided by the objectives set for them by politically

motivated decisions. For commercial enterprises, pricing policies may be
based on the real value (cost price) of the service provided. For social

considerations, pricing policies would" rather be centred on other criteria

such as purchasing power. In tnat case, which seems to be general, managers
of public enterprises might be required to keep objective studies setting

out the real costs of operations. These could be used by them as conclusive
evidence with a view to obtaining from the State which fixed the prices, the

subsidies1 that would help them offset the deficit created by the price
limitation policy applied by1 the State.

SYNDICATE C

.--.Chairman: Kebede KOOMSA (Ethiopia)

- Rapporteurt Issa ONGOIBA (Mali)

- Topic: TAXATION OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES AND
GRAKTS-IN-AID

54- After extensive discussions on the problem of taxation and grants-in-aid
to public enterprises, the Group agreed on the following conclusions:
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55- (a) Taxation of Enterprises

The Group admitted that some enterprises, particularly profit-making
enterprises, should be assessed, whereas those which were geared towards

social welfare should not be liable to taxation. It further admitted that

it was difficult to draw up a comprehensive list of such enterprises. The
Group' further agreed that subregional groupings might at present wish to

formulate a common taxation policy for enterprises fulfilling the same functions

56. (b) GrantB-in-Aid . , ,

There was a general consensus that public enterprises should not be '

financially supported by means of grants-in-aid; however, the Group admitted
that; enterprises whose deficit could be attributed to the State and those ■
which faced cyclic deficits (inflation) could be subsidized.

SYNDICATE D

- Chairman: . .; 1/ Ali Jftisa OMER (Sudan) \ ,■■:.■,; ■ .'

- Rapporteur: 0. Ogunkayode (Nigeria)

- Topic: BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

57- The Group noted that in the context of public enterprises, financial
management seeks to maintain!

•*.. permanent short—term liquidity of the company;

- takes care of its financial stability in the long-run and finds the

needed money under the best and most economic conditions;

- establishes a framework of key accounting ratios which enables a

financial manager to find out what goes wrong or requires change
and to apply appropriate remedial measures.

Having established the broad functions of financial management in any
enterprise, it was the consensus of opinion in the Group that both public

and private enterprises must establish this instrument of financial
management.

58, Among the problems of financial management facing some African public
enterprises today was the lack of upr-to-date accountinginformation and data

which could be. used by the chief executives of these enterprise© or'by a:
government agency in the process of decision-making. Most of this information
is not available because the annual accounts of these enterprises are not

prepared on schedule and in certain extreme cases have fallen two or three
years in arrears. _. .

59- The Group regardedrsuch a situation as regrettable and recommended.that
member governments should make it mandatory on their public corporations and

enterprises to prepare their audited books of accounts and balance sheets

and have them published not later than six months after the end of the year
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to which the accounts relate. This arrangement w.6uld minimize or reduce

considerably the incidence of fraud which delays the publication of such

accounts. ■■■■;;.-

60. As regards budgeting, the Group observed that while the budget was a

systematic way by which a financial manager sets out the financial obligations

and commitments of the company, as well as the sources of revenues available

to the enterprise, the control aspect of the budget whereby actuals are

measured against standards by forecasts, had been sadly neglected by many

public enterprises. It was therefore imperative that for a programme of

financial management to be successfully launched by public enterprises,

more attention should be placed on the control aspect of budgeting.

61. In conclusion, it was noted that whilst most African public enterprises

have developed strong basis for financial management, a lot more had to be

done in the areas of accounting mechanization and the introduction of computer

operation which at the moment are still in their infancy.

Agenda item 2: Co-operation Among Public Enterprise*

(Related documents: PAMM/PA 2,5,9,10)

SYNDICATE A

- Chairman: Issa DIOP (Senegal)
- Rapporteur: Samuel BANINI (Cameroon)
- Topic; EXPERIENCE IN CO-OPERATION AND BOTTLE

NECKS TO EFFECTIVE CO-OPERATION

62. The Group noted that flexible foms of cc—operation already

existed among African public enterprises in the following sectors:

- ports

- air transport

- electricity

- maritime transport, etc.

63. Experience had proved that managers of these enterprises could collaborate

with a view to promoting successful co-operation at national and inter—African

levels. As a matter of fact, such co-operation would have to be supported by

political decisions made by governments. But economic requirements were so

vital to the interests of the African nations that even in cases of political

problems arising among States, economic information and co-operation should

still be continued.

64- Drawing lessons from successful and consolidated experiences,in

co-operation, the Group recommended:

- the creation of an Association of public enterprises at national

and regional levelsj
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— that the objectives of such c>-operation be clearly laid down

in the fields concerning:

(a) harmonization of policies ., . ,,.- .: .
(b) normalization of relationship ^

(c) common training facilities
(d) exchange of information and technical data
(e) exchange of consultants and trainees
(f) common research facilities, etc.

- the continuation of such economic ,and:technical co-operation should •

be encouraged regardless of any political difficulties that might

confront the continent or groups of countries. ■■> ■ ,

65. The Group further agreed that XA. should enquire into the factors which

led to the failure of African multinational enterprises and have that study ;

published in order to enable political; an£ economic authorities to draw- '•' ■■ "

lessons for the future, tikewise, it also agreed that ECA should support
successful co-operation experiences,, and make them known to the general

public,.'the Group further recommended that the establishment of A£riean° ■ 1 -i
multinational enterprises be preceded by exhaustive studies and thatiany -

convention establishing such co-operation should provide for arbitration of
conflicts by a third country (not bound by the convention). In any case,

a pre-established liquidation procedure should be laid down in order to •

avoid.such deplorable seizure of property as had already occured in some

areas in the past.

66. The Group felt that there were fields which had a deep Impact on the

life of the African countries and where public enterprises should necessarily

co-operate in order to.jStr.engthen .national or subregional economic development.

ECA should draw the attention of,governments to the need for such co-operation

which would surely enhance the continents capability in the struggle for

development. ; _ ^ ..r,.,..rl.( .,} . ,-,-.. . ■ ■■ -' ■

SYNDICATE C ri,

- Chairman: K , Mr. Essama (United Republic of Cameroon)
- Rapporteur: ',_ . ;-.. Mr. Issa Ongoiba (mali) . . .:

- Topic: . ' " , "*'y '.'.vl INSTBUM^JT^ AND MECHANISM FOR PERMANENT'
.;■,./..,-■■• CO-OPtRATION -;o ■ ■

67. Item "C" concerned theHestablishment of instruments and mechanisms^ for
permanent cc—operation and ,Item, vp" was phrased as follows: "Can eo-operation

be promoted by creating an association of African public enterprises?" The

Group discussed the two issues together to determine whether the two were

complementary and eventually realized that tnere was a connexion between

them. This facilitated the resolution of item "D" which followed on naturally

from item "C". ■ ■ ' > ■ ::/ ' ; ' '

IT/.1

■i >'■
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68. Discussions of what approach to adopt began very generally,
with an examination of the subregional co-operation unions (airline associations,
railway unions and port management associations), since there were no well-
known national examples. It was acknowledge that national public enterprises
could co-operate precisely because of such associations which were not subject
to political pressures since their their operation depended mainly on professional
skills and international techniques.

69. The discussions finally led to consideration of the European type of
public enterprises which were established after the great social upheavals
caused by the great depression of 192g and, in particular, the enterprises
which were set up in Germany, bearing in mind relevant developments in Ireland
In Germany, specialized institutions were created to supervise the public
enterprises. Some companies were also established by the municipalities to
help individual enterpreneurs in the area of management, accounting and
training. It was noted that such enterprises were currently co-operating
with African enterprises without political interference from the State.
The discussions led the Group to concede that co-operation between public
enterprises:was possible in Africa just as was in other parts of the world
especially, in. view of the existence in African countries of the regulatory bodies
mentioned above.

70. The Group cited the example of the national Chambers of Commerce which
influenced co-operation throughout Africa as an example that could be applied
to public enterprises.

The Group began its summing up by noting*

- the existence on a sectoral basis of similar enterprises .

engaged in similar activities (such as airline association);

- the possibility for these enterprises to operate without political '
interference and in accordance with international regulations and
standards of professional skills.

71. In view of the foregoing, the Group recommended the establishment,
in the short term and at the national level, of simple planning bodies
similar to the Chambers' of Commerce. These should be extended, later at
the subregional level by the creation of regulatory bodies under the aegis
of ECA. Lastly, with regard to item "D" it was agreed that in the long
run associations, of public enterprises should be established since the
short.and, medium term actions would have thoroughly paved the way for them.

SYNDICATF B ...",'..'

- Chairman: H. Agedah (Nigeria) . ,

- Rapporteur: R. Akoa (United Republic of Cameroon)
" T°P1C: POSSIBLE NEW FIEIDS FOR THE PROMOTION OF

CO-OPERATION AT TH? NATIONAL, SUBREGIONAL
AND CONTINENTAL LEVELS.
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72. In considering the above problem — the Groupexamined it in the, technical,
economic as well as in the political aspects and decided that each level of
co-operation should be dealt with separately. Accordingly, the national,

subregional and continental levels were reviewed one-after another. The list
of new areas of co-operation identified in.each case was not intended to be
exhaustive and might, in fact> be added to, when necessary. ..,n .„

73. In light of the explanations of the examples cited of co-operation at
the national level, it was quite, clear that cc-ioperatipn between public

enterprises was very limited. This: co-operation was still restricted.to
training, meetings or ad-hoc committees of heads of public enterprises and
mere participation in governing councils that cpuld be explained generally by
the fact that public enterprises had a monopoly over or exclusive control
of the fields in which they operated.

74. Accordingly, it seemed that it would be useful to promote national

co-operation in the following areast

(1) Research — would be extremely beneficial to all- public enterprises

especially in the planning of new ventures and the Group accordingly
recommends that the authorities should encourage public enterprises

to support that type of co-operation wholeheartedly.

(2) Financing — i.e. the circulatidn of funds and capital in so

far as public enterprises were permitted to conduct such

operations. :

(3) Staff training ' .

(4) Social development activities — that would le'ad, for example,

to the establishment of social centres, recreational centres

and hospitals. *

Co-operation at the Subreftional level

75. From the various cases examined, it was discovered that co-operation1- >~

between public enterprises had already begun in some areas although it was

still very limited. Those areas included'transport (rail, air attd sea),
road infrastructure and taxation although the impact was as yet negligible.
It was also noted that it would be desirable to consider the possibility
of promoting subregional co-operatiori by directing it towards new'areats

including: ■:■.••■

(1) Financing or the circulation of capital and foreign currency.

(2) Research into areas in which national imponderables were not

a restraining factor (for instance, the development of the

infrastructure and the^ improvement of aash crops).

(3) Production of equipment and other consumer goods. Co-operation

would be geared towards the development of basic industries

such as agro-based industries, building materials industry,

engineering industries, metallurgical industries, the textile

industry, chemical industry and the food processing industry.
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: (4) Training and exchange of nualified staff.

Co-operation at the Regional Level .

76. It was agreed that co—operation at that level was still embryonic.

The only known example was in the field of air transport. Nevertheless,

it was felt that cc—operation must be promoted in other transportation

sectors such as road, sea and rail as well as in other areas such as in

the development of infrastructures, and the production of agricultural and

industrial equipment. In that respect, it was recommended that governments

should refrain from adopting excessively protectionist policies towards

national enterprises, on the one hand, and adopt a flexible and satisfactory

fiscal policy towards foreign public enterprises, on the other.

SYNDICATE D

— Chairman: Ali Musa Omer (Sudan)
— Rapporteur: . S, Minko (Cameroon)

— Topic: (i) JOINT VENTURES IN SPECIFIC COMMON PRODUCTS

. . ., " AND SERVICES

(ii) PUBLIC ENTERPRISE ROLE IN FSTABLISHING

AFRICAN MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

77« The Group examined the following two issues:

(a) Can co-operation in initiating joint ventures in specific common

products and services enhance the role of African public

enterprises?

The Group observed that public enterprises were set up for the

purpose of supplying African countries with goods and services for which

they were dependent on industrialized countries. It also noted that in

many cases African public enterprises were faced with serious managerial

problems, prominent among which were, the following:

(a) problems linked with financing;

(b) technological problems and those of research;

(c) limited domestic markets; .
(d) the poor quality of locally produced goods, with the result

that imported goods from industrialized countries often

gained preference;

(e) politically motivated decisions.

78. The Group took note of the wide variety of raw materials existing in

Africa. It agreed that the<production of certain goods could be undertaken

with advantage in view of the complementary nature of the raw materials
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endowment of several African countries. In the case of agro-industries for

instance, a multinational enterprise would be less affected by seasonal

changes than a national enterprise.

79. The Croup stressed that in financing public enterprises, co-operation

among several States would obviously alleviate the burden of each partner;

while co-operation in the field of technology and research would have far

more advantages than any individualistic approach.
. j - - ■ ... - ■ • .

80* With regard to markets, the Group noted that the setting up of

multinational enterprises which would open larger markets to manufactured

goods would provide these enterprises with greater effectiveness and more

security.

81• It was pointed out, in the final analysis, that an enterprise that

would enjoy the above-mentioned privileges fulfilled the requisite conditions

for manufacturing high quality goods at competitive cost in Africa. Such

goods would be in a position to compete with similar goods which, so far,

had been imported from developed countries. ' ! "*■':-"■TJl-

82. In conclusion, the Group agreed that multinational public enterprises ■■-'
were in a far better position than national public enterprises tofplay°fche-■•'

role which had generally been devolving upon the latter. Provided the

running of such multinational enterprises were not be hampered by political
considerations, the Group called upon African leaders to give priority as

far as possible to purely economic considerations in any decision they might

have to make on this issue.

83- (b) Iri what ways can African multinational enterprises enhance the

economic integration, advancement and self-reliance of the

African Region and what role can existing public enterprises

play in establishing and developing African multinational

corporations?

In examining this issue, the Group sub-divided the question into two

components:

(i) The role played by multinational enterprises in enhancing the

economic integration, advancement and self—reliance of the

African Region. ' ; ' '

(ii) The role existing public enterprises, canfjglay 'in establishing

and developing African multinational corporations.

84. Concerning the first part of the question, the Group'felt that since

it was already admitted that multinational enterprises Were more efficient

tools of development and advancement than national enterprises^it logically

followed that multinational enterprises necessarily strengthened economic

integration in the African Region. :
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85» With regard to the second part of the question concerning* the role which

existing public enterprises could play in establishing multinational

corporations, the Group recommended that: ,

(i) as a first stage, associations of public enterprises of the same

sector could be set up. Such associations would facilitate the

exchange of information and experience; and

(ii) the next step towards establishing multinational corporations

should be that of carrying out feasibility studies at the level

of these sectoral associations for possible joint ventures on

the basis of the experience of existing enterprises. It was

the view of the Group that at least during the first stage such

corporations should be established at subregional level only.

PART THREE - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

86. The seminar discussed in full plenary sessions the draft reports of

its four syndicates as well as the draft outline report by the Rapporteur-

General. After making appropriate amendments to the drafts, it resolved

to adopt its conclusions and recommendations that followi

(i) FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING PROBLFMS OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

87« Capitalization of Public Enterprises: It was recommended that:

— Governments should, as far as possible, avoid proliferating or

creating new public enterprises and should concentrate on

consolidating existing ones. x

— States should desist, as far as possible, from Loan Capital for

their public enterprises. .

~ .Public enterprises should consider contract—financing as a last

resort as this was a very expensive method of funding. ..

— Where new public enterprises have i;o be set up, governments ,'

should honour their obligations by making the necessary finances

available on time.

88. Investment and Pricing Policies: iJt was noted that:

— Public enterprises were always set up with definite objectives

to fulfil and which.were usually incorporated in the statutes

or decrees creating them. These objectives were either

commercial or social.and sometimes both. The pricing policy

should therefore be guided by the.predominant; objective for

which the enterprise was set up. sr .! 1 ...

— It was recommended that there should be continuous communication

and consultation between the government and the public enterprises

on this matter.
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89- Taxation of Public Ehterprises and Subsidies:TVTt was noted that
whether or not a public enterprise should be taxed would depend on the

objective for which it was established. Similarly, whether or not a public

enterprise should be subsidized would depend on whether it was set up for

either economic or social objectives.

90, It was recommended that:

- Those' enterprises that were set up on commercial or economic basis

should be subject to taxation in the normal way.

> Tax-holidays should be extended during gestation period, .the

duration of which would,depend on the nature pf the enterprise,

: and national considerations.

w Where an otherwise profitable enterprise incurred losses due to, .,

government directives, subsidies, if requested, should be granted.

- Subsidies were justified where comnKrcd^i^e^terprises experienced

financial strains due to Cyclical "factors beyond their control

and where an enterprise was established to promote another sector

of the economy.

- Subsidies were, however, unwarranted where losses were due to

poor management. ■

91. Budgeting and Financial Management: It was recommended *h^t budgeting
and financial management should: ^ ; " ,

— ensure short- and long-term liquidity of the enterprises;

— establish a framework of key accounting ratios; :

— make use of modern scientific systems.

(ii) CO-OPERATION AMONG AFRICAN PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

92. The seminar welcomed the idea of co-operation among public enterprises

at the national, subregional and continental levels. It was. felt, however,

that co-operation would be better enhanced if a firm and pfoper' foundation
was laid at the national levels by grouping together national public =

enterprises on a sectoral basis and resolving such crucial problems as those

relating to the relationships between government and the various, enterprises.

Once national public enterprises were grouped tpgether,' it, would be.possible
and easier to involve them in advantageous international co-operation,
activities.

93« The seminar noted that the idea of co-roperation, was not a new one in

Africa and cognisance was taken pf the Association pf African Airlines

which grouped 26 African airlines' representing. 35 African countries and
whose work was of interest to all African airlines covering such vital

fields as traffic schedules and co-ordination, tariffs, joint purchases

and joint insurance and training. This Association was ten years old

and was functioning very well regard ess of political differences between

the various African cpuntries.
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94- Wi£h regard to experiences in co-operation and bottle-necks.,; it was

observed/thaV-some had failed whilst a few were.showingY promising "results.

The case of the defunct East African Community was cited as an example of ■

failure which was attributable to political factors, A case of successful

co-operation at the national, subregional and inter—continental levels was

that of the Cameroon Development Corporation which was co—operating with

other local enterprises to foster their mutual interests; at the subregional

level, it was co-operating with enterprises in Nigeria in staff exchange

programmes, research and training; whilst at the inter—continental level

it had some cooperative links with public enterprises in Malaysia.

95- Enterprises in Egypt and the Sudan were also co-operating by exploiting

areas of cpmplimentarity in the economies of the two countries in such fields

as agriculture and irrigation. The financial resources of the enterprises of

one country and the technical and managerial abilities of the other as well as

their market potentials were being hamassed to produce meaningful results

in co-operation.

New areas where co-operation can be fostered at the national*

subregional and continental levels

96. Co—operation among public enterprises could be fostered at three levels

as follow:

(a) National Level;

The seminar noted that co-operation among public enterprises at present

was limited to occasional meetings of directors and staff training. This .

was largely because many enterprises looked upon themselves as rivals and

because they often enjoyed a monopoly of activities in their respective

fields. It was, however, pointed out that with a change of mentality, it

was possible to have meaningful co-operation at the national level in a

number of fields, particularly if the various governments themselves

encouraged such co-operation. The seminar accordingly recommended that

at the national level co-operation should be promoted in the fields of research,

joint financing of profitable ventures, training of personnel and even in

the field of social services for workers such as sports centres, medical

units, restaurants, etc. .-< , :

97. (b) Subregional Level: , . ■;::•■ ■■.-.»--

It was noted that subregional co-operation already existed,among a- ... ,

number of public enterprises. In addition to those already cite*), mention :

was made of the U.P.D.E.A.. — an association of sixteen public enterprises, in

West Africa which were co-operating in the exploitation and distribution

of electricity in the subregion and in joint training of staff. However, ■

co-operation required an awareness and endorsement of one's authority.

It was, therefore, necessary to bring national governments into the picture

in view of the sensitivity of politics to the activities and {investments

of public enterprises. r It was accordingly recommended that at the subregional

level co-operation should be prompted in the areas of air and maritime

transport, financing, car assembly plants, taxation and road haulage.
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98, (c) Continental Level: _

At the regional level it. was recommended that co-operation should

concentrate on the provision of a proper infrastructure that would promote

and enhance economic integration such as railways, airways, telecommunications,

etc. In this regard it was felt that governments should desist from over-

protecting public enterprises and should allow for fair competition.

99• The seminar next considered the key question as to whether co-operation

could be enhanced by the creation of an Association of African Public

Enterprises. Once again, it was noted that such associations already

existed at the regional/sectoral level — chambers of commerce, railways,

airlines, electricity generation, etc. It was recommended that such

association should be promoted sectorally through the formation of flexible

institutions. It was envisaged that national Chambers of Commerce could

play a key role in this regard. The creation of well-structured associations

at the initial stages was to be avoided in order to minimize conflicts with
the various states. It was further recommended that ECA should co-ordinate

and assist in promoting the formation of such associations and should

arrange for the holding of meetings of Managing Directors of African public

enterprises on a regular basis.

100. With regard to cc—operation in initiating joint ventures, the seminar

noted that in spite of its vast natural resources Africa was confronted

with problems of finance, technology and small national markets. These

problems were compounded by political decisions which,tended to vitiate

the effectiveness of public enterprises. It was felt that these problems

could be drastically minimized through the operation of joint ventures.

The seminar accordingly concluded that co-operation in initiating joint

ventures could lead to better results and therefore recommended that, African

governments should lend support to such ventures and should place the economic

benefits to be derived therefrom before their respective political interests.

101. Finally, the seminar considered in what ways African multinational

enterprises could enhance the economic integration, advancement and self-

reliance of the African region and what role existing public enterprises

could lilay in establishing and developing such multinational corporations.

It was recognized that the first part of this issue could be fostered by

the creation of sectoral associations. Witi} regard to the second part,

it was felt that this was a very delicate issue which called for further

studies. It was accordingly recommended that ECA should carry out t&e

necessary feasibility studies on the subject.

(iii) PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLIES MANAGEMENT

102. The seminar noted; ,„.. ..... . , t ;

— the need for rational methods in procurement and materials. ,

management; . . ■ ■

— the necessity for standardization in purchasing in relation to

costs and the possibility of local manufacture of components;

— the important role that rational methods of procurement and

materials management could play in inter-Africa trade.
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It reconnnended that this important function in the management of public

enterprises be given statutory recognition, by governments which should

recognize national and regional purchasing organizations or associations.

(iv) PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN AFRICAN PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

103. The seminar noted that inadequate managerial capacity was one of the
major constraints inhibiting the effective performance of African public

enterprises. In this regard it was further noted that prevailing manpower

development programmes, including recruitment and training policies, in many

cases were inadequate and were in urgent need of improvement for relevance

and effectiveness. Some programmes tended to be counter-productive since
they were either too closely related to those of the Civil Service or those-,-
of private enterprises. ■.■-.■■■„.■

The seminar accordingly recommended that; , ;

- personnel management in public enterprises should conform to the

normal sound principles of good and effective management.
•'IT:

- there should be a spirit of co-operation rather than rivalry

between public and private-enterprises in personnel management
problems. :

- Recruitment policies should take into consideration environmental

and social factors and should npt be based entirely on those

applicable to developed,countries. , ;

- personnel policies should be designed in such a way that they

motivate'workers and should give them a feeling of belonging to
. the enterprise.

- exchange of information on personnel management experiences should
be encouraged at national. and; international levels. ' ;.

- public enterprises should formulate their own rules and procedures
to suit their peculiar circumstances. ■ ;

- training programmes for public enterprises should be modified and

adapted to relate more appropriately to their functions and training

institutions should endeavour;tcraccommodate this requirement,

(v) PROGRAMMING FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE (PIP* „;

104. The seminar took note of the PIP methodology and observed that its
implementation had already had satisfactory results in many organizations
in Africa. It therefore concluded that the technique was a positive tool
in public enterprise management although the selection of the various

instruments would depend on the specific requirements of each organization.
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The seminar accordingly recommended that PIP should be institutionalized

in the management of public enterprises.

CLOSING SESSION

105» At the closing session of the seminar the representative of the
Executive Secretary thanked the participants, consultants and observers

for their constructive contributions and for the encouraging outcome of

the seminar. He assured them that ECA would endeavour to produce a

comprehensive report of the seminar as soon as possible and would endeavour

to execute the mandate entrusted to it by the seminar in respect of specific

recommendations. HeF however, stressed that participants equally had a

corresponding responsibility to see to it that appropriate action was taken

at the national level for the implementation of the recommendations made by

the seminar*

106. Mr. Ali Ifasa O*er, as Acting Chairman, then moved a vote of thanks
to the Government of the United Republic of Cameroon for its hospitality

and for the excellent facilities provided for the seminar. He also

expressed deep appreciation to the Chairman and members of the Programme

Committee as well as to the translators, interpreters and administrative

and secretarial staff for the efficient and successful performance of the

task entrusted to them. Finally, he formally brought the seminar to a
close.
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1. Financial Problems of Public Enterprises

(a) Capitalization of Public Enterprises

(b) Investment and Pricing Policies

(c) Taxation of public enterprises
(d) Budgeting and financial management

2. Co-operation Among African Public Enterprises

(a) Experience in co-operation and bottlenecks to effective

co-operation

(b) New areas where co—operation can be fostered at the

national, subregional and continental levels

(c) Creating the instruments and machinery for co-operation on

a sustained basis

(d) Can co-operation be enhanced by the creation of an

Association of African Public Enterprises?

(e) Can co-operation in initiating joint ventures in specific

common products and services enhance the role of African

public enterprises?

(f) In what ways can African multinational enterprises enhance the

economic integration, advancement and self-reliance of the

African region and what role can existing public enterprises

play in establishing and developing African multinational

corporations?

3. Procurement and Supplies Management Workshop

(a) Existing practices, problems and need for more rational methods

of materials management in African public enterprises

(b) The necessity for standardizing components in purchasing in

relation to costs and possible local manufacture of components

(c) Materials management as a tool for promoting national

development and inter—African trade

(d) Co-operation in bulk purchasing by public enterprises?

4. Personnel Problems of Public Enterprises

(a) Manpower planning, recruitment and training in relation to

the goals and production targets of an enterprise

(b) Job analysis, manpower utilization and performance

evaluation
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(c) Staff motivation, conditions of service and the development of
results—oriented public enterprise employees

(d) Welfare aspect of human resources management in a public f
enterprise "

5» Programming for Improved Performance in Public Enterprises - Workshop

(a) The concept of P.J.p. technique in improving the performance
of public enterprises

(b) The mechanics of the P.I.P. technique

(c) Analysis of the impact of P.I.P.

(d) The use of other results—oriented management techniques

in public enterprise management
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